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“The main arguments against supporting a prehistoric interpretation are the inconsistencies in physical 

appearance of the stone alignment when compared with currently accepted Welsh prehistoric examples and 

the lack of evidence for stones having been set upright in sockets” (Roberts, K., 2013). 

 

Further clarification for the reasons against supporting a prehistoric interpretation were provided in an e-

mail from Dr Roberts to Dr Gerrard on 9th December 2013 which noted that “the currently accepted Welsh 

stone rows are characterised by much larger, upright stones in significantly shorter lengths”. 

 

With the publication of the final report on the work at Bancbryn the second reason for not accepting the 

prehistoric interpretation looks increasingly fragile (Gerrard, 2015). The information presented in the final 

report fails to support the contention that the stones were not set in sockets. With the removal of this 

objection only one further remains, the reported inconsistencies in the physical appearance of the stone 

alignment when compared with currently accepted Welsh prehistoric examples.  The 2013 scheduling 

assessment does not provide a list of the currently accepted Welsh prehistoric examples, although it does 

cite some scheduled sites.  Presumably, as a result of the rigorous stance adopted in ‘allowing’ monuments 

to be scheduled Cadw accepts the 34 scheduled examples represent a data-set with which the Bancbryn 



stone alignment can be helpfully compared.  In addition, a more comprehensive data-set is available from a 

desk-based assessment and characterisation exercise using material from Archwilio, Burl, Coflein, 

Megalithic Portal, Royal Commission Inventories (where available online) and other online sources. 

Information on all sites which have been described as stone alignments has been collected, analysed and 

characterised in order to allow quantitative comparison of the different elements in the resource. This 

reveals interpretations and descriptive information are incomplete, inconsistent and sometimes 

contradictory. It is worth emphasising that no definitive evidence was found in any of the cases to support 

a prehistoric stone alignment interpretation. Conclusive evidence for date and sometimes form was 

entirely absent but despite these limitations a total of 63 sites were identified which may be considered as 

prehistoric stone alignments. Further work will inevitably refine this list and enhance the reliability of the 

data-set.    

Amongst the information recorded for each site was: 

 Length [of alignment] 

 Size of stones 

Using this data an examination of the validity of Cadw’s objections to the prehistoric interpretation for the 

Bancbryn alignment can be conducted. 

 
Figure 1 Distribution of Welsh stone alignments identified during the desk-based evaluation. 



The length of each alignment was recorded in metres and the size of stones defined as small (less than 

0.3m high), medium (between 0.3m and 0.8m high) and large (greater than 0.8m high).  Where stones were 

described as recumbent the height was calculated using the length of stones. The nature of the available 

data made any further refinements unviable, but there was generally enough information to allow most 

alignments to be characterised according to their stone size.  The basic purpose of this exercise was to 

establish whether the Cadw observation that “accepted Welsh stone rows are characterised by much larger, 

upright stones in significantly shorter lengths” was supported by the existing data. 

Clearly, if the Cadw definition of accepted Welsh stone rows is that they are scheduled ancient monuments, 

we have a data-set for comparative purposes which should be mutually acceptable. It is, however, also 

helpful to include the further unscheduled examples where a consensus exists that they are likely to be or 

[where no longer extant] have been presumed to be prehistoric stone alignments. Using both data-sets 

separately has the advantage of allowing comparisons to be made in establishing whether there are any 

fundamental differences between what Cadw has accepted as stone alignments compared to those 

recognised by the wider archaeological community. Welsh stone alignments, in common with the rest of 

Britain, vary considerably in form and character. This scheduling application will seek to demonstrate that 

the previous arguments used by Cadw to reject the prehistoric interpretation for the Bancbryn stone 

alignment are not sustainable and are the result of a failure to fully characterise the resource. This report 

sets out to characterise all of the scheduled and non-scheduled stone alignments and demonstrate that the 

remaining objections to the prehistoric interpretation are invalid. 

 

 

The length of the scheduled Welsh Rows 

Information on the length of the scheduled alignments was available for 34 examples and this indicated 

that the length varied between 3.2m and 1898m with the average being 142m.  

 
Figure 2 Distribution of scheduled stone alignments (green) and 

non-scheduled examples (red). 
 



Twenty-one scheduled alignments are less than 30m long and six are over 100m in length. Indeed three 

alignments (Parc y Meirw, Pont Ddu and Fonllech) with lengths greater than that of Bancbryn were noted. 

Whilst it is clear that most alignments are indeed relatively short, the evidence shows that a significant 

proportion of the Welsh alignments are (or were) much longer. This directly contradicts the conclusion 

drawn in Cadw’s Scheduling Assessment regarding Bancbryn, which suggests the alignment cannot be 

prehistoric simply because it is too long.  It is also worth emphasising that some of the shorter alignments 

may have originally been much longer but were subsequently truncated. This will have inevitably 

influenced the data-set being examined.  Furthermore, some of the very short rows may have either 

originally formed part of chambered cairns or indeed, in some instances, the much destroyed remnants of 

stone circles. Such misidentification will also have skewed the results. There is broad agreement that this 

particular type of heritage asset is difficult to assess. It is accepted that the considerable variation in form 

combined with the lack of definitive dating and interpretative consensus introduces uncertainty – 

something that the scheduling process has traditionally struggled with. This desk-based characterisation 

has demonstrated that there is considerably more variation in the length of the scheduled Welsh stone 

alignments than the Bancbryn scheduling assessment and subsequent clarification implies. It would seem 

to be unwise to dismiss stone alignments on the grounds that they are too long otherwise this runs the risk 

of being a self-fulfilling prophecy.  Long stone alignments are known in both the British and Welsh record 

and therefore to dismiss a site for this reason would seem to contradict the evidence. 

 

     
 

 

 

 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the considerable variety in stone alignment lengths and whilst they clearly show 
the majority are relatively short, much longer examples are not absent from the archaeological record. The 
three especially long rows conform to the definition of a stone alignment and in particular the longest 
example at Fonllech (Figure 7) leads between a ring cairn at the top to a round cairn at its lower end.  

Figure 3 Bar graph showing lengths of 
scheduled Welsh stone alignments  

Figure 4 Bar graph showing lengths of 
scheduled Welsh stone alignments 
under 50m long.  



The length of all the Welsh Rows  

Information on the length of the rows is available for 46 examples. This indicates that the length varies 

between 3.2m and 1898m, with the average being 121m, which is slightly shorter than for the scheduled 

data-set. Thirty-six alignments are less than 50m long and ten are over 100m in length. Comparison of the 

graphs shows that both data-sets are similar in character although there is a slightly higher proportion of 

short rows in the more comprehensive data-set. All the graphs illustrate the considerable variation in 

alignment length. However, the clear assertion set out in the Bancbryn Cadw Scheduling Assessment that 

“On average Welsh examples are c. 15m long”, can only be sustained if the longer alignments are 

discounted from the calculation completely.  

 
Figure 5 Bar graph showing lengths of all Welsh stone alignments. Bancbryn alignment is shown red. 

 

 
Figure 6 Bar graph showing lengths of all Welsh stone alignments under 50m long. 



 
Figure 7 Fonllech – the longest stone alignment in Wales 

 
Figure 8 Bancbryn stone alignment and associated cairn cemeteries. 



The size of the stones 

Information regarding the size of the stones in each row has been collected and analysed to provide an 

insight into this particular characteristic of the Welsh stone alignments.  The Bancbryn Scheduling 

Assessment notes that there are “inconsistencies in physical appearance of the stone alignment when 

compared with currently accepted Welsh prehistoric examples”. Whilst the report does not specifically 

make clear what these concerns are, the later e-mail indicates that the size of the stones is one of the 

reasons for doubting the prehistoric interpretation.  

 

Scheduled stone alignments 

Information on stone size is available for 34 scheduled alignments. Of these 16 (31%) include small sized 

stones, 18 (34%) include medium sized stones and 18 (35%) include large sized stones. These figures 

contradict the assertion that “the currently accepted Welsh stone rows are characterised by much larger, 

upright stones”. Stones of all sizes are represented fairly evenly in the scheduled alignments and certainly 

the survival of so many small stones illustrates that in common with alignments in Scotland and England 

they were frequently used by the builders of Welsh rows. Further analysis of the data provides additional 

insights into the size of stones in Welsh rows and demonstrates that the concerns expressed regarding the 

physical appearance of the Bancbryn alignment are entirely misplaced. Seven of the scheduled Welsh stone 

alignments comprise only small stones whilst a further five include only small and medium sized stones. 

This represents 35% of the resource and illustrates clearly that alignments consisting entirely of small or 

small and medium stones represent a significant proportion and again contradicts the assertion that Welsh 

rows comprise larger stones than those identified at Bancbryn. Indeed when one considers that a further 

seven alignments comprise only medium sized stones the idea that Welsh rows are composed of only large 

stones seems to be at variance with the field evidence. Interestingly, there are also seven rows consisting of 

only large stones with a further seven rows including both large and medium sized stones.  Rows of this 

form, therefore, do not characterise the monument type and there is considerable more variation than the 

Bancbryn Scheduling Assessment suggested. To underline the varied character of the rows, it is worth 

emphasising that two alignments contain stones of all three sizes - a point completely overlooked by the 

assessment. 

In common with stone alignments throughout the United Kingdom the examples in Wales vary considerably 

in physical appearance and this is highlighted by the fact that rows consisting of either small stones, large 

or large and medium stones are numerically identical with only 53% of the alignments including any large 

stones. This figure compares with the 47% of alignments that include any small stones. These findings 

clearly do not fit the physical appearance assigned by Cadw to the group as a whole. It is worth 

emphasising that 20% of the rows consist entirely of small stones – a point wholly overlooked by Cadw’s 

assessment of the Bancbryn alignment. The argument which relies on the size of stones to dismiss the 

prehistoric date for the Bancbryn alignment would, therefore, appear entirely unjustified. It seems sensible 

to suggest that Cadw now remove this from the dwindling list of objections to the prehistoric explanation 

or provide the evidence necessary to sustain their position. 

 



 
Figure 9 Pie graph showing the varied size of stones within scheduled Welsh stone alignments 

 

All stone alignments 

Analysis of both scheduled and non-scheduled stone alignments revealed a similar set of results, although it 

is notable that a larger percentage of rows consisting of only large stones were identified.  This is probably 

the result of destroyed alignments being included in these figures. Again the considerable variety in the size 

of the stones is apparent and confirms the widespread use of small stones by the alignment builders.   

 
Figure 10 Pie graph showing the varied size of stones within all Welsh stone alignments 

 

This information is expressed spatially in a series of maps below which demonstrate there is no particular 

clustering and therefore variable sizes of stones were used to build alignments throughout Wales.  Size and 

form of stones probably has more to do with the availability of suitable stone than any grand architectural 

design.  

 

 



     
Distribution of all Welsh stone alignments  Stone alignments consisting of only small stones 

 

      
Stone alignments consisting of only medium stones     Stone alignments consisting of only large stones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



        
Stone alignments consisting of small and medium         Stone alignments consisting of small and large stones  
stones 
 

      
Stone alignments consisting of medium and large   Stone alignments consisting of small, medium and 
stones       large stones  
 

Figure 11 Series of maps showing the distribution of the different types (by stone size) of all Welsh stone 
alignments. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Standard Deviation 

“the currently accepted Welsh stone rows are characterised by much larger, upright stones in significantly 

shorter lengths”. 

This statement implies that the Welsh stone rows are mainly composed of large stones. It has already been 

demonstrated that this conclusion is not supported by available evidence and this point can be further 

emphasised by a comparison of stone sizes in other stone rows elsewhere in Britain. Analysis of the stone 

alignments in England and Scotland as well as Wales confirms considerable variety in stone size but most 

significantly standard deviation calculations derived from the seven stone size categories indicate that the 

Welsh rows have the greatest degree of variation which wholly undermines this element of the Bancbryn 

Scheduling Assessment conclusion. For comparative purposes 14 distinct data sets have been employed 

and the standard deviation for each one calculated. Table 1 shows the results of this analysis. 

 

Location Only 
small 

Only 
medium 

Only 
large 

Small 
and 
medium 

Small 
and 
large 

Medium 
and 
large 

All Standard 
Deviation 

Argyll and Isles 0 0 91 3 3 3 0 31.35 

Bodmin Moor 37 0 27 27 9 0 0 14.54 

Brecon Beacons 21 0 29 29 0 14 7 11.58 

Caithness 25 0 3 66 0 3 3 22.61 

Dartmoor 21 8 4 36 2 2 27 12.68 

England 19 9 13 38 2 6 13 10.92 

Exmoor 23 16 0 59 0 2 0 20.15 

Mid Wales 12 16 16 24 4 24 4 7.67 

North Yorkshire 
Moors 

0 0 43 0 0 57 0 22.90 

Scotland 10 1 55 22 1 10 1 18.06 

Scottish Central 
Belt 

0 0 86 0 0 14 0 29.67 

Wales 18 10 28 20 3 18 3 8.63 

Western Isles 7 7 64 0 0 22 0 21.55 

Table 1 Showing stone size data (expressed in percentages) and standard deviation results 

 

The area with the smallest standard deviation is Mid Wales (σ7.67) whilst the figure for the whole of Wales 

is σ8.63 which is less than for England (σ10.92) and Scotland (σ18.06). The highest figure of all is for Argyll 

and the Isles where 91% of the stone alignments have stones of a single size. This exercise confirms that 

compared with the rest of the country the size of the stones in Welsh stone alignments are more varied. 

Consequently, the assertion that the Welsh rows are “characterised by much larger” stones is contradicted 

by the evidence. 

The differences in the sizes of the stones can also be expressed using pie graphs (Figure 12) which in this 

case helpfully illustrate the differences between the stone sizes in the Welsh, English and Scottish stone 

alignments. Stone alignments consisting of large stones are an obvious characteristic of Scottish stone 

alignments, but even here, rows comprising or including small stones form a significant proportion of the 

archaeological record. In England by contrast stone alignments with both small and medium stones are 

common although again, considerable variations are apparent. Together these charts illustrate the 

considerable variety in stone size found in British stone rows and help to emphasize that stone size is not a 

characteristic which should be used to dismiss a prehistoric interpretation.  

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Pie graphs showing the size characteristics of stones in Welsh, English and Scottish stone 
alignments. 
 

 

 

 

Wales 

England 

Scotland 



Uniqueness   

Much has been made of the considerable length of the Bancbryn alignment – the implication being that it is 

so different in this respect it cannot, therefore, be a prehistoric alignment.  The discussion on the length 

and size of the stones above indicates it is not unique and indeed its form is entirely consistent with this 

monument type.  It survives rather better than most Welsh alignments, has a clear prehistoric context and 

in common with all the other examples lacks positive dating evidence. Its visual appearance is in keeping 

with Welsh and other British prehistoric examples. Indeed almost identical examples are known from the 

literature and therefore, the case for accepting the Bancbryn alignment as prehistoric is as powerful as the 

case for accepting the others throughout Britain. No alternative explanations bear any scrutiny. No historic 

sites with a similar visual appearance have been cited to disprove the prehistoric explanation.  Clearly the 

possibility exists that the alignment is not prehistoric but since the same could be said for 99% of the 

resource it would seem churlish not to accept this alignment’s prehistoric credentials at face value, 

particularly as they are stronger and more convincing than many of the currently scheduled examples. 

 

A variable resource 

The character and form of stone alignments varies considerably. No two alignments are identical and even 

commonly recurring characteristics are not present at every site.  Over the years, various features have 

been examined, compared and contrasted looking for consistent configurations. Such patterns have been 

identified but this work has only served to illustrate the considerable variety in the resource and 

emphasised the difficulties in interpreting it.  Indeed the only characteristic the rows all share is of their 

being composed of stones set along a common alignment. The variety of the monument type is best shown 

using a series a series of illustrations which highlight some of the more obvious features and serves to 

demonstrate the considerable variation in the form and character of the Welsh stone alignments. 

 

      
Distribution of single rows              Distribution of double (red) and multiple rows (black) 

 

Figure 13  The most common form of stone alignment in Wales consists of a single line of stones but there 
are several more complicated examples. The Bancbryn alignment is of the more common single row 
variety. 
 



     
Stone alignments (red) with feature at upper end     Stone alignments (red) with feature at lower end      

 

      
Stone alignments (red) with no contemporary          Stone alignments (red) with NE to SW orientation  
context 
 

Figure 14 Stone alignments vary considerable in character and form. Some have features at their upper end 

whilst others have features at their lower end and some, including Bancbryn, have features at both ends. 

Some, (Bancbryn included) sit within a clear contemporary context whilst most do not. The most frequent 

orientation is from NE to SW but many do not share this alignment. The variety in form, character and 

setting is considerable and the suggestion that any particular example cannot be accepted because it is in 

some way different from others would be unreasonable.  

 

 

 



The Bancbryn alignment has clear visual parallels with alignments on Dartmoor and Exmoor where a 

considerable variety of stone alignments is also known. It is worth reminding ourselves of what Burl has to 

say regarding this fact: “From Bideford Bay to the sheltered coves and inlets of Dyfed (Pembrokeshire) is no 

more than sixty miles (97km) of fair sailing, and knowing of the structural affinities between Dartmoor 

stone circles like Brisworthy and Fernworthy and the Welsh ring of Gors Fawr near the Preseli mountains a 

similar relationship between the stone rows is not improbable” (Burl, 1993, 98-99). It is, therefore, apposite 

to note that the Bancbryn alignment, whilst not visually identical to any other currently known examples in 

Wales, does have precise parallels with sites on the other side of the Bristol Channel.  In this regard it is 

perhaps significant that the alignment appears to have a particular visual relationship with the Devon 

coastline (Gerrard, 2014b). The presence of broadly contemporary shared traditions are further 

emphasised by the quincunx at Maen Leuci which is recognised as being the only such monument of its 

class outside Exmoor. Oddly, another illustration of the variety in form of monuments from very different 

geographic locations is provided by the pair of alignments at Hafod y Dre and Hafod y Garreg which have 

more in common with the stone rows in Caithness than with any of those in Wales or South West England.  

These two alignments are completely different in character and form to anything else in Wales and yet are 

accepted as prehistoric, whilst the stone row at Bancbryn (which comfortably fits into the recognised SW 

British form) has not been. The reluctance to recognise the obvious prehistoric credentials of the Bancbryn 

alignment ignores the considerable variety in the form and character of this monument type. The most 

obvious variable is the length. On Dartmoor the longest row is 550 times the length of the shortest and 

whilst this is seen as puzzling, it is a matter of fact and therefore, a characteristic of the resource.   The 

most common type of stone alignment in Wales is of the single row variety and Bancbryn conforms to this. 

The stone alignment at Bancbryn leads from a mound, at least some the stones appear to have placed in 

“sockets”, the largest stone is at the lower end, it separates two discrete areas of cairns, it has a very 

specific visual relationship with the sea (Gerrard, 2014b) – a feature shared by a significant percentage of 

SW British alignments - it shares visual characteristics with several Welsh rows and it is aligned NE to SW 

which is the most common orientation of both Welsh and SW English alignments. Stratigraphically, it is 

earlier than the historic track/road network and its siting is typical of the longer rows which often lead from 

areas with restricted views to a point with extensive panoramas. No substantiated alternative 

interpretations have been offered. Concerns regarding the rounded appearance of many stones are wholly 

irrelevant as it is known that local stones were usually used and an examination of the nearby exposed 

cairns shows that rounded stones were also employed in their construction.  In this regard, it is perhaps 

helpful to repeat Butler’s observation that “surface stone in the immediate vicinity provided all that was 

needed and practically the entire nine thousand plus slabs raised in alignments could have been collected 

and placed in position by two or three individuals” (Butler, J., 1997, 233). In common with all the long rows 

the Bancbryn alignment is sinuous in character, most of the stones are edge set and the distance between 

the stones is generally consistent, although there are variations along its length which is another 

characteristic of this form of alignment. In common with SW British rows the long axes of the edge set 

stones are orientated in line with the row. Along one length of the alignment the stones are closely spaced 

and mainly recumbent, but even here, there are clear equidistant gaps between the stones illustrating a 

degree of deliberation.  Compared with many stone alignments in both Wales and the UK the evidence to 

support a prehistoric origin for this alignment is compelling. The alignment is of the long row small stone 

variety, lies firmly within the long row zone identified by Burl (pg. 22), has a clear and recognised 

prehistoric context and none of the unsubstantiated objections to this explanation bear any level of 

scrutiny. There are no reasonable grounds for doubting its prehistoric origin since it conforms fully to the 

monument type and has characteristics which are only found in prehistoric stone alignments. Finally, the 

monument only makes any sense within a prehistoric ritual context.    

 



Conclusion 

Detailed characterisation of the resource has illustrated the objections to the prehistoric interpretation of 

the Bancbryn alignment are questionable and unsound. Given the Bancbryn alignment fully conforms to 

type and can be most sensibly viewed as a component of a rich prehistoric ritual landscape, it would seem 

appropriate that this potentially nationally important site be offered the protection commensurate with its 

significance. I am, therefore, formally asking that Cadw carry out a fresh scheduling assessment taking 

proper account of the considerable evidence which has been provided in the time since the original 

assessment was conducted.  I sincerely hope that a fresh assessment will recognise the considerable body 

of coherent and persuasive evidence. Clearly in common with all Welsh stone alignments, the absolute 

evidence required to definitely prove a prehistoric origin remains elusive, but the powerful cumulative case 

is compelling.  
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Appendix 1 List of Welsh stone alignments 

NAME NGR 
Length 
(m) 

SMALL 
STONES 

MEDIUM 
STONES 

LARGE 
STONES 

SM No. 

Afon Hyddgen SN 7809 8940 4.7 0 1 0 MG309 

Bancbryn SN 68936 10326 717 1 1 0 
 

Borth Wen SH 2700 7500 ? 0 0 1 
 

Brwyno-Canol SN 7156 9666 4 0 1 1 
 

Bryn Seward Stone Row SH62631175 53 0 1 1 ME083 

Bryntwppa SO 0890 5410 4.5 0 1 1 RD236 

Bryn-y-Maen SO 15644 56835 16.44 0 1 1 RD069 

Buwch a'r Llo SN 72301 83351 120 0 0 1 CD321 

Cae Garreg SN96287761 27.4 0 0 1 
 

Capel Rhos Standing 
Stone 

SN9486455853 3.9 1 0 1 BR090 

Careg Lwyd, Boulder 
alignment 

SN 8646 1522 16 0 0 1 
 

Carreg Cadno SN87671569 18.5 ? ? 1 
 

Carreg Llwyd SN9194695718 21 0 1 1 MG291 

Carreg Wen Fawr Y Rugos 
Stone Row 

SO 13272 17612 53.45 0 1 1 BR354 

Cefn Gwernffrwd Row I SN 73725 49425 5 0 1 0 CM218 

Cefn Gwernffrwd Row II SN 7370 4935 4.5 1 0 0 CM218 

Cefn Moel Stones SO15932421 64 1 1 ? 
 

Cerrig Duon SN 85151 20642 42 1 0 0 BR071 

Cerrig Lladron SN 0660 3220 17 0 1 1 PE496 

Court Stone Row 1 SO08485683 12 0 0 1 
 

Court stone row 2 SO08865695 7 0 1 1 
 

Craig-Y-Fan Ddu SO 05633 18064 20 1 1 0 
 

Disgwylfa Fach Stone Row SN73098360 10 1 1 0 
 

Esgair Draenllwyn Stones SN9303095050 13 1 1 0 MG297 

Ffridd Braich-Llwyd SH912137 ? 0 1 0 
 

Fonllech SH 61050 32440 1898 0 0 1 ME058 



NAME NGR 
Length 
(m) 

SMALL 
STONES 

MEDIUM 
STONES 

LARGE 
STONES 

SM No. 

Gray Hill ST43769357 59 1 ? 1 MM031 

Gwastad SN93697456 7 1 1 0 
 

Hafod y Dre SH 88533 53711 65 1 0 0 DE095 

Hafod y Garreg SH 87813 53452 120 1 0 0 DE094 

Harolds Stones SO 49933 05152 13.2 0 0 1 MM017 

Hwylfa’r Ceirw SH76568409 100 1 1 ? CN132 

Llidiardau mawr SJ025025 ? 0 0 1 
 

Lluest Uchaf SO 00085 98328 12 1 1 0 MG276 

Maen Mawr SN 85115 20648 5.8 1 1 1 BR071 

Meini-Gwyn SN4598126102 150 0 0 1 
 

Mynydd Clywedog SH9081614223 25 0 1 0 
 

Mynydd Dyfnant SH 98522 15770 9 1 1 1 MG134 

Mynydd Llanbyther SN549395 320 1 1 0 
 

Nant Gwinau SO02361390 216 1 0 0 
 

Nant Tarw Stone Row SN 81766 25878 3.8 0 1 1 BR070 

Nant-Y-Wern SO11861673 3.2 1 1 0 BR374 

Parc y Meirw SM999359 911 0 0 1 PE126 

Pen y Garreg SN9144768087 4 0 1 1 
 

Pen-Feidr-Coedan SN09923688 ? 1 ? ? 
 

Penmeiddyn SM9241535584 79 1 ? ? 
 

Pont Ddu SN 31411 13933 1091 0 0 1 CM054 

Rhos y Beddau SJ 05795 30205 60 1 0 0 MG032 

Rhos y Gelynen Stones SN 90519 63067 5.7 0 1 0 RD195 

Saith Maen NW SN83301534 13.7 0 0 1 BR072 

Saith Maen WSW SN 94921 60315 7 1 1 0 BR065 

Skomer Island SM7162209113 
 

0 0 1 
 

St.David's Head SM72952822 ? ? ? 1 
 

Tan-y-graig SJ01137199 4.7 0 1 1 
 

The Three Leaps SH 52849 78406 40 1 0 0 
 

Tre Heslog Stone Row SN93136893 5.7 0 1 0 RD197 



NAME NGR 
Length 
(m) 

SMALL 
STONES 

MEDIUM 
STONES 

LARGE 
STONES 

SM No. 

Trecastle Mountain Row SN 83293 31063 24 1 0 0 BR069 

Trillech SO 314 175 ? 0 0 1 
 

Troed y rhiw SN 08792 35756 12.2 1 1 0 
 

Tryfel Stones SH96991609 10 1 0 0 MG269 

Ty-Mathiau SN35483452 75 ? ? ? 
 

Waun Oer SH 61769 11303 58.5 0 0 1 ME084 

White Moor SS 42475 90502 20 ? ? ? 
 

 

 

 


